Transit Oriented Development Types
Transit-Oriented Development, or TOD, is
a type of community development that
provides a mix of housing, jobs,
recreation, commercial, civic, and/or
other amenities integrated into a
pedestrian friendly area located within a
half-mile of quality public transit. A highdensity core incorporating a transit
station(s) characterizes a TOD. These
stations serve as nodes for a variety of
transportation options – walking,
bicycling, bus, train, and auto. The core
contains services and commercial areas
designed to meet the needs of the
increased traffic loads created by the
transportation node. Residential areas
are typically located both within the core
and out toward the edge of a soft TOD
border of approximately 400m to 800m
(1/4 to 1/2 mile). This radius is about a 10minute walking distance, considered
comfortable for many people, although
the acceptable length and time is affected
by local conditions such as topography,
climate, and local customs.
A TOD consists of a mixed-use, highdensity core commercial/ employment
area within walking distance of a transit
station. Surrounding areas contain a
critical mass of people to support both the
transit station and core area. Public uses
and parks should be located at key
locations throughout the community [see
top left].
When a TOD borders a physical boundary
or is separated by a physical barrier on
one side, a 180-degree TOD can be
developed [see bottom left]

Adapted from The Next American Metropolis: Ecology, Community, and
The American Dream. Peter Calthrope.

TODs are planned and distributed to maximize access to core commercial and employment centers
from surrounding neighborhood development, with major competing retail centers located to
effectively serve different neighborhoods. There are many types of TODs each accommodating a
variety of uses and transportation modes. TOD planning takes into account density and mixes of
institutional, commercial, residential, and recreational uses. It provides convenient access for
residents, workers and visitors to a transit station, and from a transit station to nearby destinations.
The following diagrams and table illustrate and explain the qualities and characteristics of four TOD
types – Core, Center, Village, and Destination.
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Core
Core TODs are primary centers of economic and cultural
activity within a downtown or central business district.
Core areas are characterized by a high-density mix of
residential, commercial employment, and civic/cultural
uses. They act as a commuter hub for the region and are
served by a rich mix of transit including two or more
modes of high-frequency, high-capacity regional rail
and bus service. TOD core areas contain a wellconnected street grid for maximum mobility and transit
access. Density and 18-24 hour activities are usually
greatest in the 400-meter (quarter-mile) radius around
the transit station.

Center
Center TODs act as both origin and destination centers
for commuters, with a mix of transit options connecting
to a regional transit network. They provide a regional
employment or destination draw, but also function as
distinct residential and employment districts with a city.
These centers contain at least two modes of 18–24 hour
transit service. They are typically vibrant, mixed-use
areas with a street arrangement that encourages
pedestrian and bicycle activity and high-density
development within a quarter-mile radius of the transit
station.

Village
Village TODs are smaller, local-serving centers that
function as areas of economic and community activity. A
variety of transit modes serve village centers, with a mix
of origin and destination trips – primarily commuter
service to jobs in the region. Village centers attract
fewer residents from the rest of the region with residents
within the 800-meter (half-mile) area characterizing the
majority of the user base. Densities are usually greater
in the 400-meter (quarter-mile) radius of stations.

Destination
Destination TODs are special-use or employment areas,
often single-use and encompassing a significant
physical attraction with a large user-base. Stations are
generally not the focus of economic activity and
densities are usually evenly distributed around stations.
Common examples of Destination TODs are found at
universities, hospitals, government complexes, retail
centers, large employment campuses, stadiums, or
large parks. Development near destination centers
should maximize pedestrian connections to the transit
station.
Adapted from Station Area Planning: How to Make
Great Transit-Oriented Places; Reconnecting America’s
Center for Transit-Oriented Development.
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Transit Oriented Development Types
Core
Primary
center of
Station Area Characteristics economic and
cultural
activity

Center

Village

Destination

Significant
center of
economic and
cultural
activity

Local center of
economic and
community
activity

Single-use activity focus

Transit Mode

All modes

All modes

Commuter rail,
local/regional
bus hub, light
rail

Light rail/streetcar, bus
rapid transit, potentially
heavy rail

Transit Peak Frequency

< 5 minutes

5-15 minutes

15-30 minutes

15-30 minutes

Land Use Mix and Density

High-density
mix of
residential,
commercial
employment,
and
civic/cultural
uses

Moderate- to
high-density
mix of
residential,
commercial,
employment
and
civic/cultural
uses

Moderatedensity mix of
residential,
commercial,
employment
and
civic/cultural
uses

Concentrations of
commercial, employment
and
civic/cultural/institutional
uses

Retail Characteristics

Regionalserving
destination
retail; localserving retail

Regionalserving
destination
retail; local
and
communityserving retail

Communityserving and
destinationretail; localserving retail

Regional and communityserving retail

Housing Mix

High-rise and
mid-rise
buildings

Mid-rise, lowrise, some
high-rise
buildings

Mid-rise, lowrise, attached
and singleoccupancy
buildings

Limited residential

Transit Oriented Development Type Characteristics – Adapted from Station Area Planning: How To Make Great Transit-Oriented Places;
Reconnecting America’s Center for Transit-Oriented Development.

When planning a TOD, consideration should be given to:
•

Pedestrian, bicycle and street connectivity – a porous network of pedestrian and bicycle
friendly streets providing multiple routes and access to and from commercial, employment,
civic, and recreational activities and public transit destinations.

•

Mix of uses and density – an appropriate density mix of residential, commercial,
employment, community services and/or civic/cultural uses to meet daily needs of
residents and support transit types. As a general rule, concentrate employment near transit
since a majority of transit trips are likely work related.

•

Housing affordability and mix – a range of dwelling types for a diversity of ages and
incomes.

•

Public and green open spaces – adequate park and open space, public areas, recreational
opportunities, and ample urban tree canopy.

•

New growth – directing compact new growth into transit-accessible core areas and away
from expanding edge developments.
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Transit Oriented Development
Networks
Other transit station locations include
commuter transfer areas ringing the
periphery of the urban core, which
often serve as a stop along the transit
corridor or terminus for the transit line.
Whether in the urban core or at the
village or suburban edge, opportunities
will vary by TOD scale and pattern.
Detailed planning and implementation
strategies for various TODs, and
integrating additional transit area
environments are further discussed in
the Resources Section.

Transit Oriented Development
Networks
Transit lines and TODs are located on
the basis of type of service, transit
capacity, density and mix of uses.
Because a network of transit-oriented
developments and destinations enables
people to drive less, saving energy and
reducing greenhouse gas emissions,
both public and private planned and
coordinated transit development is
necessary for an effective regional
scale climate action plan.

Adapted from Calthrope Associates Low Carbon Cities: Principles and
Practices for China’s Next Generation of Growth
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